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About This Game
You are the greatest magician in the Sublunar World. It is not enough. As a rare Conjunction approaches, immortality is within
reach. But the gods have noticed you trying to unlock the doors of heaven. Some demand you ascend–or else–while others plot
your destruction. There are only two paths for you now, archmage: immortality or annihilation.
Tower Behind the Moon is a 400,000-word interactive epic fantasy novel by Kyle Marquis, where your choices control the story.
It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
You have a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to transcend your mortal state one month from now, in the tower where your magic is
strongest. Miss this celestial conjunction and you will die. As you prepare for your ascension, however, you battle increasing
dangers.
Your tower is your sanctum, but also a target for enemies you've made over a lifetime of treasure hunting, sorcery, and war.
Angels and demons haunt your workshop while mortal princes demand favors and concessions. Your servants–themselves halfgods or more–fight for your attention and scheme to claim the tower for themselves. And the wretched shade of your mentor,
who failed to ascend, hints that something out of your past plans to destroy your future.
You hold the keys to heaven, hell, and the outer darkness. You just need to find the door.

Play as male, female, or nonbinary, gay, straight, bi, or ace.
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Choose from five different magical paths, each with unique servants and spells.
Travel from the forgotten castles of the underworld to heaven’s crooked back-alleys.
Face mad dragons, ruthless angels, cultists, and whole kingdoms of the dead.
Be dreadful and monstrous, or subtle and ruthless.
Uncover the true history of your tower, your mentor, and your long-lost adventuring companions.
Maintain your humanity or abandon the fetters of reason.
Comfort the afflicted or vaporize the annoying.
Dare to seek love at the end of your mortal existence.
Become a demon, a god, an undead lich, a shining immortal, or a living continent–if you succeed.
Your weapon: magic. Your enemy: the gods. Your goal: immortality.
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I like playing these puzzle games because they bring back memories of doing puzzles with my uncle, so I'm always going to
gravitate towards them, and enjoy them. Having said that, I haven't played Radical Roach, and the pictures in here were
obviously al relevant to that game, which is fine. The issue I had was that the puzzles were generally pretty dark, and then all of
the backgrounds were dark, so it was difficult seeing where certain puzzles had to go because, even while circling through the
colors, the backgrounds were too dark to see the puzzle easily. Other than that, the puzzles were fine, the pictures were kind of
cool, and it's an easy 100% game. I'd recommend buying it on sale, though, or getting it in a bundle.. Best way to play this is to
move all of your body. Simple but amazing.. I definitely recommend this game! It's cheap, the badges are good, the gameplay is
good and fun, and you can play this without worrying about damaging your achievement stats!
Pro's:
1. Fun game with no achievements to worry about
2. Trading cards with decent looking badges (as seen from an outside website, don't have actual badge yet)
3. Decently challenging level objectives for people who actually want to play a game
4. Dirt cheap! got mine for $0.99
Con's (not really cons, but just personal gripes)
1. The sheer amount of levels per area is giving me post-traumatic flashbacks to Intergalactic Bubbles (not really that many,
especially since you don't have to worry about achievements)
2. the obscurity of the title... in all my couple of thousand games recommended to me in search ques, this gem never popped up.
It's a great game, and I would have never known of it if a friend didn't have the badge! Steam, please feature this game or
something! More people must be made aware of this gem!. There is no touch controller support for the oculus rift. What a
shame. Playing with the controller just feels awful. :|. I play FS since 1999.Worst DLC ever.no ATC service.no mission.just
flights you can do on your flight planner.definitely not worthing the money.should be free.. Combines a poker-style card game
with Puzzle Quest battles. There's a quest, but you can skip all the dialogue and just get on with the game. It's not that
challenging, but it's entertaining.. Buy if you like the nostgalia of old Flash games. It's good to kill time.
Cons: Does not tell you the controls right off the bat, and when you do find them, it's kind of awkward to do the shift in the
game as well as jump, which is heavily required. Jump is on Z and the shift is on Shift. I would have preferred for Jump to be
the Up Arrow key, like the Flash games this was inspired by.. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If
you’re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly
recommend buying this. Else don’t waste your money. This is not a game, it’s just a way of distributing achievements..
Whenever anyone tells you that ancient PC RPGs of yore have aged well, they're a damn liar. Wizardy VI is very close to being
literally un-friggin'-playable, so clunky, outdated and unbalanced is its design. It comes from a time when a game's manual could
be used to beat someone to death, the game made NO allowances whatsoever for ease of use or user-friendliness, and the difficulty
was so sadistically unbalanced that even surviving your first fight was a major accomplishment.
I'm sure those of you old enough to have lived through that era remember the "joys" of fights where your party swings away
endlessly for 10 rounds unable to even HIT the enemy because level 1 adventurers have worse accuracy than XCOM rookies, half
the members of your party would die in 1 hit from anything because they only have a maximum HP of 3, and your mage blows
himself up the first time he tries to cast a spell because he's incompetent at the ONE thing he exists to do i.e use magic. There's a very
good reason why all these things and more disappeared from PC RPGs- because they were RUBBISH. Anyone who tries to
convince you that Dark Souls harkened back to a different, more challenging time in RPG history doesn't know what they are
talking about, because Dark Souls was actually a good game. The early Wizardry games and their compatriots (the early Ultima,
Might and Magic etc) weren't hard because they wanted to challenge you, they were hard because they were badly made.
It doesn't help matters that the interface is a complete garbage fire. You have to jump through half a dozen hoops just to equip your
party with their starting equipment (because they all enter the dungeon with all their weapons and armour in their backpacks, for no
reason other than to be that bit more irritating), trying to decipher the characters' status pages requires a decoder ring, a sextant and
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a sacrificial goat to read the entrails of, and I think the lock picking\/door forcing minigames are rendered literally unplayable by
modern processor speeds making the timing actually impossible (as well as making the enemies spaz through their combat animation
loops like they're hopped up on amphetamines). The game is also ugly as sin. There are old games with timeless art that still looks
appealing to this day, or at least maintain a level of functional readability, but Wizardy VI looks like someone vomited on it after
going on a 9 hour pub crawl (it's incredible how much better Wizardry VII looked only 2 years later).
I called this game "almost literally unplayable" and I stand by that. It's not actually unplayable, but I consider it impossible to
ENJOY. You have to spend ages wandering around a boring, repetitive maze, grinding on low level enemies and saving after every
fight in case one of those groups of low level enemies decides they're going to dodge every attack you make and beat your frontline
to death just because screw you. (That was, in fact, the last straw for me- my party encountered a single rat, spent turn after turn
failing to hit it with dozens of attacks, the single guaranteed-hit spell I had which I used to try and salvage the situation rolled
minimum for damage and wasn't enough to kill it, and then it hit my cleric once, twice, three times, dead, alt-F4.) RPGs evolved
beyond this decades ago, and it's a very, VERY good thing they did too.
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This game is pure trash. The controls are not only clunky, they simply don't work. Using the HTC Vive and when it says to use
certain parts of the touchpad it doesn't register correctly ( i can't get past the intro because it wont let me unload the clip). I also
can't zoom in and out like it claims by pressing up and down on the track pad.
Also when I go to move it doesn't create what you'd expect (a nice arc and movement reticle), it only lets me move directly
below where my controller is which I'm pretty sure is wrong. Straight garbage. The game was a nice little gem to me.
It's simple like the old stickman games, except not quite. You simply run around, kill enemies, get in cover to magically turn
invisible.
The weapons system, if you use advanced mode, is actually really fun when you get the hang of it. My fingers enjoyed sliding
around my Xbox controller (probably not as good if you used a keyboard) to reload and♥♥♥♥♥♥my weapons.
Some parts of the game feel like they need improvement. Sometimes cover is just too easymode. You can sit in cover and
cameras will ignore you, even if you're between the camera and the cover. You can sit in cover watching a patrol of three guards
walk by and you can just stealth kill each of them, nobody will notice or care. You can place a Claymore mine - green with
"Place front towards enemy" signage and all, on marble white floors - and then sit behind cover and click your clicker, and the
enemy will just walk towards you and blow himself up. Never mind that giant green Claymore you're about to step on, you need
to find out that mysterious clicking noise! (Side note: You can blow yourself up with Claymores, too.) I also disliked missions
that force you to use stealth and try to narratively justify it. No, I don't have to go unseen, I just have to kill all the witnesses, I
already had to kill all the witnesses elsewhere and it seemed to work just fine...
The story's almost disappointingly short, but it does have some replayability. I played every mission I could with the
"juggernaut" loadout: the shotgun, ballistic vest, and grenades. But I want to try going back over them with the "all-rounder"
loadout: the rifle, the clicker, and Claymores. Stealth nuts would also want to try the "secret agent man" loadout: suppressed M9,
door snake cam, and EMP camera-busters. Plus the achievements seem interesting enough for an achievement hunter to want.
But what really would you want or expect out of a game like this? Aside from some, and certainly not all, stealth mechanics it's
a shooter, with enough gore to satisfy those who crave it. It's all about slaughtering stick figures who apparently are ideologically
incorrect and copies and clones and bosses and mafia and crimes oh my. There are certainly some missions where you can just
waltz in and blast everyone in sight. The feedback of taking them down makes the experience feel hardcore, it's cool. I probably
have issues but remember, video games don't make us violent - lag does. On top of that, the game does a good job of feeling
open-ended, though whether it's actually open-ended is up for debate.
So yeah, this is a nice little game and especially one to check out if you played a lot of stick games back in the day. Stick Strike
and Sift Heads are what I really remember thanks in part to Ballistick here. It plays surprisingly well, despite the lackluster
graphical style (who am I kidding, it's stick figures here!) and parts that don't make a ton of sense. Definitely something I
enjoyed.. The fighting mechanics are simple but brilliant and very addictive. Each fighter has peculiar moves which leads to
many ways and strategies in game.. The battle is nothing revolutionary and really sucks at first but is pretty fun when you have
access to multiple spells. Otherwise, if you're a fan of the series, the sub events, which are mostly fetch quests, make the lore
quite rich. I would greatly recommend this to people who love LWA or casual gamers, otherwise I wouldn't.. Simple, but busy
strategy. Comic, but ruthless battle. Join the war between continents.. As a person who aspires to make their own games on
official software, I naturally want something that makes the experience both easy and versatile. I tried two versions of RPG
Maker: this one and RPG Maker VX Ace. I can definitively say that this was my favorite version.
While the graphics may be a bit primitive compared to RPG Maker VX Ace and other game making software, this software
provides much more depth, and requires no add-ons to make a fully-fledged RPG with a true personality to it. The software
provides several built-in models for enemies, players, NPCs, attacks/magic animations for in-game battles, and an unbelievably
impressive soundtrack. There is so much depth it is incredible.
The software can take a bit of experimentation to master; every aspect must be explored before one can go about making an
RPG using RPG Maker 2003. However, it should only take a person with a serious desire to learn about a week to get the gist of
what this software has to offer. Actually mastering every single tool will take much longer, but once it is mastered, RPG Maker
2003 can make amazing things.
The software provides its own intricate form of coding that doesn't require true coding. It has predetermined actions that an
"event" can perform whenever the player does a predetermined action of their own. For example, one could set up an
NPC(which, in reality, are just events that display text that could either be important or just personality-building) which displays
text when the player presses spacebar next to the NPC. One could also set up an invisible event which makes the player
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invisible, calls NPCs to the scene(possibly disguised as the player) and create their own cutscene based off of events and
conditional branches which bounce off of eachother.
RPG Maker 2003 is no one-trick-pony; it intermixes a smooth UI for making games with some really versatile stuff for the
devoted game devs. I would most certainly recommend this software to anyone looking to start making their own games. From
what I'm to understand, the games can even be sold for commercial value, given that the creator has the proper connections to an
industry, or can find a way for someone to market their game. However, to actually sell the game, the user must only use his/her
created content or the content which comes with the software. It's no easy task, but a person with enough skill can use this tool
to make the next Final Fantasy(figuratively of course, as I am referring to a spiritual successor to the highly appraised RPGs for
the Super Nintendo Enertainment System that go by that name. rather than Square Enix actually creating another Final Fantasy
with this software).
I would rate it:
8.8/10. Are you a hellenistic Rome player? If so, then this DLC is a great idea. Alexander the Great's battles, from Charonea to
the Hydaspes river, you can re-live Alexander's great campaign as well! with 100 turns to destroy 2 empires, Can you prove that
you are worthy of the title "Great?" can you take the initiative against armies 4x your's size? because Alexander could. Now it is
your turn. Now on brave Macedonians, to arms and glory!!. A pretty fun indie game with a mapmaker
3/5 Not too many mechanics at work here, the style of the game feels like it's from 2004 which isn't a bad thing as it hit's the
mark well without feeling dated.
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